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INTRODUCTION 

Definition 
 
Mode of Transfer Alternative (MoTA) allows individuals with or without electronic devices or 
internet connection to make transactions and transfers globally without the restrictions 
characteristic of current remittance solutions.  
 
MoTA  is a blockchain DeFi solution that mimics the mobile-money model to provide 
under-served persons access to blockchain technology and its benefits.  
 

Vision 
 
MoTA provides access to blockchain powered remittance and transfer transactions for the 
unbanked, the technophobe, the disabled and unconnected/off-grid persons. 
 

Motivation  
 
Blockchain technology has the potential to eliminate or reduce some of the constraints of 
trading, saving and transfer of assets between persons. These potential benefits are 
undermined by some people's inability to access or use the technology, their fear of 
technology in general and factors that limit access to resources required to benefit from the 
technology. We may have persons who cannot afford a PC or phone to maintain a wallet 
and others with no internet connection. The core motivation of MoTA is to address these 
constraints and provide a path to inclusion for the under-served and under-exposed. 
 

History 
 
MoTA was conceptualised in 2019. The concept takes inspiration from observing the impact 
of Mobile-Money technology on the unbanked population of some African and Asian 
countries and the subsequent growth of Mobile-Money technology. 
 
Mobile-Money which is less than a decade old has over 1 billion registered users with a daily 
transfer rate of over 2 billion dollars as at 2019. It covers 95 countries with over 375,000 
daily active accounts. It is also reported that the availability of mobile Money agents is 7 
times the availability of ATMs and 20 times the availability of Bank branches. Mobile Money 
provides a pathway to financial inclusion that is impressive and worth emulating.  
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What accounts for mobile money’s phenomenal success? Access and flexibility. 
 
The extremely successful concept of mobile-money can be emulated and replicated with 
blockchain assets and blockchain technology with added benefits. The blockchain 
adaptation is not an exact copy but modelled similarly with similar benefits and attributes 
while maintaining core qualities of the blockchain such as decentralization and immutability. 
The cross-border capability of blockchain asset-transfers make blockchain technology an 
even more powerful tool of choice, with the potential to expand inclusion and access for 
residents of emerging economies in the manner mobile money has and more.  
 

  

MoTA MTs can operate anywhere either from existing facilities or basic booths 
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MoTA combines two revolutionary and rapidly growing technologies, mobile-money and the 
blockchain. This allows blockchain assets to be utilised in transactions and exchanged by 
non-technical persons and in locations with limited access to technological infrastructure and 
internet while introducing borderless commerce that is cheaper and less restrictive.  
 
In order to achieve the above, we have had to shift our paradigm from adoption to 
adaptation. How do you make a blockchain technology useful to someone who does not 
have access or is disinterested or is incapable of maintaining a wallet? How do we remove 
the access barrier? Those are the questions MoTA answers. 

Terminologies 
 
MT - MoTA Transformers  

IU - Independent User  

MU - MoTA User  

BA - Blockchain Asset  

NT - Non-Technical  

Tx - Transaction  

MH - Mota Hub 

IAO - Initial Associate Offering 

IIO - Initial Involvement Offering  

MGCash - MoTA Global Cash/Crypto  

MN - MoTA Network  

MR - MoTA Representatives  

MGAT - MoTA Global Associates Token  

MGA - MoTA Global Associates  

MGOT - MoTA Global Operational Token  

FM - Fiat Money  

MCQ - MoTA Cheque 

DPOS - Delegated Proof of Stake 

DVO - Decentralized Virtual Organization 

SPOF - Single Point of Failure 

MG - MoTA Global 
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ARCHITECTURE 

Concept 
 
MoTA provides a hub (MH) for MoTA Transformers (MT) to Leverage their blockchain 
expertise to provide access to the transactional benefits of blockchain for the excluded, 
unconnected, disabled and non-technical persons. These indirect users of  blockchain 
technology aided by MTs are known as non-technicals (NT). NTs are able to transform fiat 
and transfer blockchain assets anywhere in the world through the MH by delegation to MTs.  
 
Example: An NT(1) at L1 may need to remit to their child in school or a business partner in a 
different location (L2). The NT visits any MT(1) to do the transfer by handing over FM that is 
then transformed to BA and sent to a receiving MT(2). MT(2) then transforms BA back to FM 
and hands over the FM to the recipient NT(2). 
 

 
 
The MTs are also a point of transformation for Independent Users (IU) who are capable of 
maintaining their own blockchain assets (BA) in a wallet. IUs unlike NTs may want to hold 
their BAs in personal wallets and fund these wallets by transforming FM or other resources 
to BA through the MTs. They can later transform their BA back to the original resource 
through an MT at the same location or another.  
 
Example: An IU may be travelling from L1 and would not want to carry FM or a specific 
resource. They determine that there is an MT at their destination L2. They visit an MT(1) at 
their present location to convert their FM or resource to BA. Arriving at their destination L2, 
they convert the BA at an MT(2) back to FM or other resource.  
 

 
 
In other words MTs will facilitate sending, receiving and conversion for NTs and IUs through 
the MH. 
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Structure 
 
MoTA Ecosystem runs as a decentralized organisation with a consensus governance 
structure. Governance of activities on the MH is established by a decentralized community of 
token holders known as MoTA Global Associates (MGA) and active MH users known as 
MoTA Transformers (MT). The MGA  are basically random individuals who support the 
project by participating in the Initial Associate  Offering (IAO). Anyone can become an MGA 
by supporting the project. This is done by acquiring some MoTA Global Associate Token 
(MGAT) made available at the IAO and distributed to contributors that aid the project in any 
way be it financial or in kind. MGAs earn a share of hub revenue for as long as they hold 
some MGAT. 

Application 
 
MH is deployed as a cloud based web application platform (MH) in phase I and extended 
with a mobile app in phase II. The MH application will incorporate the communication and 
synchronization functionality necessary for MTs to process transformations and transfers 
and to track BAs. MH integrates SMS functionality and design specifications that allow for 
offline transactions via MoTA Cheques (MCQ). 

Network 
 
MTs are globally distributed, dispersed,  unregulated and independent actors who are free to 
interact with or suspend interaction with the MH at any point in time. MTs would however 
desire to comply with the rules of engagement agreed upon by consensus for interacting 
with the MH and other MTs to remain in good standing with other MTs. MTs connect and 
interact with other MTs via the MH to facilitate transfers and their ability to interact with other 
MTs is determined by their reputation on the MH. The MH has built in safe-guards and 
insurance to protect MTs from abuse and exploitation by/from other MTs. In other words, 
bad nuts are removed on the fly by consensus. 

Implementation 
 
Any individual who can use a computer or a mobile device and can navigate a blockchain 
wallet can apply to be an MT. An MT is granted access on the MH once they satisfy the 
established requirements. The MH access of each MT allows them to connect with other 
MTs at different locations all over the globe. An NT or IU  may approach the MT to facilitate 
their transfer or transform their BA. MTs can operate from home, shops, offices or booths. 
There is no barrier to where an MT can operate from if they have a smart phone/computer 
and an internet connection. There are temporary offline capabilities too via MCQs. 
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CONSENSUS MECHANISM 

Delegated 
 
While MoTA is decentralized, not all interactions with it are autonomous.  Due to the unique 
design to create access for NTs (who may be unbanked illiterates, handicapped persons, 
unconnected or technophobes), MTs would represent the interests of NTs and IUs in the 
governance structure similar to how super-representatives act in a DPOS system. 
 
Why this works is that MTs need IUs and NTs to survive. If MH becomes too complex or 
expensive to use, MTs may stop using and NTs may stop patronizing. MTs and MGAs can 
only benefit when IUs and NTs use the MH. They are therefore incentivized to maintain the 
operational structure of the platform and its governance. 
 

ACCOUNTS 

Types 
 
There are primarily 3 types of users on the MoTA Hub (MH). They are the MoTA 
Transformers (MT), Non-technicals (NT) and Independence Users (IU). Of these 3, only MTs 
interact directly with the MH. NTs and IUs rely on MTs to interact with the MH. 
 

Creation 
 
MTs who are the only users interacting directly with the MH will be individuals who obtain 
accounts by registering to be MTs of MoTA Network (MN). There are no restrictions to who 
can become an MT except they should be skilled enough to interact with the MH and 
facilitate transformation and transfer transactions for NTs and IUs, and they should comply 
with the governance framework. 
 

Relationship 
 
MTs are governed by the MH rules that MTs and MGAs establish by consensus. NTs and 
IUs rely on MTs to execute their transformations and transfers in a delegated manner. This 
relationship ensures that individuals who cannot for any reason use electronic devices or the 
blockchain technology directly can still benefit from the technology as MTs serve them.  
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TOKENS 
 

Token Types 
MoTA Global has three token types on the blockchain. These tokens enable MoTA to 
function and run smoothly. The tokens perform unique functions in the MoTA ecosystem 
depending on the type. The tokens and their functions are outlined below. 

MoTA Global Associates Token (MGAT) 
 
The MoTA Global Associate Token (MGAT) is a partnership or associate token designed to 
represent contributors' stake in the project. These tokens are allocated to represent the 
holder’s stake in the project. Holders of this token receive a percentage of revenue from the 
MoTA project at established intervals. Holders of this token are the MoTA Global Associates 
(MGA). 
 

MoTA Global Cash (MGCash) 
 
The MoTA Global Cash (MGCash) token is the project utility token. This is the token that 
allows MTs and IUs on the MH to transfer BA across the MH. In other words, it is a transfer 
vehicle on the MH. MTs will hold MGCash. IUs can also hold MGCash. MGCash is 
transformed at any MTs for FM. IUs may also transact directly between themselves with 
MGcash. 
 

MoTA Global Operational Token (MGOT) 
 
MoTA Global Operational Token also known popularly as MGOT is the publicly available 
token distributed in the Initial Involvement Offering (IIO). MGOT can be held, exchanged or 
traded for other cryptocurrency tokens as one deems fit. Holders of this token will benefit 
from periodic airdrops and other incentive programmes and events that the MN runs. The 
value of MGOT is not locked to any asset. It can therefore rise in value allowing holders to 
benefit from the growth of the MN. 
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Token Guidelines 
 
Each MoTA token is designed to perform a specific function. They are however blockchain 
tokens and therefore have all the benefits and risks associated with blockchain tokens. 
MoTA Global will not be held liable for any misapplication of tokens by a holder. Tokens 
must be held in secure and compatible blockchain wallets. This guideline will be publicly 
circulated to guide token utility. 
 

 GOVERNANCE 

Decentralized Virtual Organization (DVO) 
 
MoTA Global is a decentralized virtual organization (DVO). Decision making, rules of 
engagement and overall day to day operations of the MoTA Network (MN) are completely 
decentralized, undertaken by the MH’s globally dispersed participants (MTs & MGAs). 
There is no single physical location from which MoTA runs hence being a virtual 
organization. The MH is a web application maintained in the cloud and mirrored across 
multiple locations. MH can be re-deployed on the fly on demand using any of the mirrors. 
The MH is accessible on any internet enabled smart phone or PC. The MTs own their wallet 
and its contents and can use any third-party wallet of choice that supports MoTA’s BAs. MH 
runs multiple nodes through which MTs facilitate TX for NTs and IUs. This model which will 
continue to be improved is designed to limit or eliminate SPOF. 
 

MoTA Transformers (MT) 
 
MoTA Transformers (MTs) are the hands, eyes and ears of NTs and to a degree for IUs on 
the MH. They are the workhorses of the MH. They generate revenue for themselves and the 
MN by facilitating transformations and transfers using the MH. MTs are globally dispersed 
and participation is unrestricted. This means anyone in the world capable of using a 
smartphone or PC with access to the internet can participate as an MT and represent NTs 
and IUs. MTs vote on decisions that impact the MH and MN and have equal votes as the 
MGAs.  
 

MoTA Global Associates (MGA) 
MoTA Global Associates (MGA) are partners, contributors and bankrollers of the MN. They 
resource the MN and have equal votes as MTs. Unlike MTs however, MGAs hold the MoTA 
Global Associate Token (MGAT) instead of MGCash and earn returns on the token they hold 
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when revenue is shared as long as they hold the token. Also their core roles are governance 
and contributing to MN operations be it financially or in kind. They accumulate MGATs by 
their contribution. Each MGA has one vote. Their share of revenue though is directly 
proportional to the size or quantity of MGAT they hold. MGATs once obtained are not 
redeemable for FM but transferable and represent one’s stake in the MN. Holding MGAT 
makes you a permanent beneficiary of revenue generated by the MH operations. 
 

MoTA Representatives (Monitoring) 
MoTA Representatives (MRs) are randomly selected every quarter based on MH size from 
MGA and MT to monitor the network. An allocation of MH revenue is shared among MRs. 
MRs produce reports at specified intervals. The ability to successfully produce a report and 
log it is the measure of performance of an MR. MTs and MGAs will vote on the value of the 
report. The reserved reward/revenue are distributed to MRs based on successful report 
submissions and the report value. 
 

Revenue 
There are 3 revenue sources for the MH. The MTs generate revenue from the BA transfers 
and transformations fees. MoTA Dev team receives part of the BA transfer fees. 
Transformation fees are for MTs only, no part goes to MN operations. In addition to receiving 
part of BA transfer fees, MN generates revenue from MGAT. MN takes revenue directly from 
BA transfers. MN takes 30% of fees on all BA transfers. 70% of all fees taken by MN is 
distributed to MGAs while the 30% goes to the dev team and to maintain the MH platform. 
 

Censorship Resistance 
MTs hold their own BA. MN does not provide, maintain or monitor wallets that contain BA 
assets of MTs. MN does not keep MT and MGA assets (MGCash/MGAT). Staked BAs of 
MTs and contributions of MGAs are maintained in the public multisig blockchain. MN and 
MH hold no float or BA. This approach ensures MN is only focused on securing the MH and 
staked MGA assets. We would implement smart contracts to further improve censorship 
resistance and the transfer process in subsequent phases of the project. 
 

Platform Security 
MN will hold no BA on the MH. MH will not access any BA directly. This means there is no 
way to benefit from compromising the MH platform. Dev team will maintain high security 
measures and monitoring necessary to protect MH operations from being compromised. The 
dev team will maintain the necessary update and vulnerability patching standards to keep 
the MH operational. 
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Sustainability 
MH is a concept designed to be as hardy and immutable as the public blockchain itself. MH 
acts as a tracker for the MTs. Each MT is independent of MH and the MN. MH only connects 
MTs, acts as an escrow and facilitates dispute resolution where necessary. MH does not 
hold BA or any tokens, It is merely an informational platform. 
 
If the MH is ever compromised, a backup (mirror) MH will be readily deployed almost 
immediately. Since MH holds no BA there is no major threat to operations except some 
momentary delay of impacted transactions which will then resume when a mirror is 
activated. 
 
Projects and operations will be resourced, funded and sustained from liquidation of accrued 
MH fees, MGOT and MGA contributions in that order. 
 

Disaster Recovery 
As outlined in the sustainability section, MH is designed to be decoupled from MTs and other 
ecosystem players. Also MH will run live mirrors that can be deployed as primary when 
necessary. Server infrastructure is also decentralized to mitigate risk. 
 

CONCLUSION 
MoTA Global seeks to innovate the crypto and blockchain space to cater to non-technical 
persons as well as remote and under-served communities. We achieve this by taking 
lessons from the multi-billion dollar mobile money technology and industry, in the process 
fusing mobile-money and blockchain technology into a unique micro-transactions model. 
This synergy between the two rapidly growing technologies is expected to significantly boost 
blockchain and crypto adoption especially in places with limited access to the internet and 
having individuals who are yet to be introduced to blockchain technology and who feel 
alienated by it. In a nutshell, those with access and knowledge of the technology will bridge 
the gap for those yet to catch up. MoTA Global is deploying our unique solution to make 
global blockchain adoption a reality. 
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RESOURCES 
https://digitalfrontiersinstitute.org/2020/03/31/state-of-the-industry-report-on-mobile-money-2
019/ 
 
https://cointext.io/en/developer/ 
 
https://developers.tron.network/ 
 
https://slp.dev/guides/slp-implementation-instructions/ 
 
https://simpleledger.cash/get-started/ 
 
https://developer.bitcoin.com/ 
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